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WHY EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
First A Definition…
Emotional intelligence is an ability to UNDERSTAND and INFLUENCE the emotions of both
SELF and OTHERS.

1

#

Why EQ		
Studies Show It Is 2X More Important Than IQ

Industrial Age

Information Age

Next Age

Required
STRONG
workers.

Required
KNOWLEDGEABLE
workers.

Required
EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT
workers.
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Why EQ		
High EQ Leaders Outperform The Competition
Who has been the best boss you’ve ever worked for?

Did this person genuinely care about you?

YES

NO

Was this person empathetic ?

YES

NO

Did this person understand you?		

YES

NO

Could you accurately read the person’s emotions?

YES

NO

Employees who feel cared for are…
•
•
•
•

10x more likely to recommend their company
9x more likely to stay at a company for 3+ years
4x less likely to suffer from stress and burnout
2x as likely to be engaged
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#

Why EQ		
The Future of Work Will Depend On It

Attention has become

harder & harder to curate.
We are bomb
bombarded
arded with
stimuli from many mediums.

Making people feel

has become more
important than ever.
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Audit:
1

#

Influencing Other People		
People		

2

Difficult

#

Keeping Cool Under Pressure

3

Difficult

#

Expressing Yourself Clearly

4

Difficult

#

Feeling Offended

5

Easy

#

Robust Emotional Vocabulary

6

Difficult

#

Letting Things Go

7

Difficult

#

Neutralizing Toxic People

8

Difficult

#

Connecting With People

9

Difficult

#

Practicing Active Listening

10

Difficult

#

Making People Laugh

Difficult

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Easy

Easy

Easy

Difficult

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy
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Score Breakdown:
My Score =
43-50 = Highly Proficient
36-43 = Average
36> Time To Get To Work

How does your current level of sophistication with EQ impact the relationships you have at work?

Where would you like to see your relationships at work grow?
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STRATEGY #1:
Forget The Golden Rule
Don’t treat others in the way YOU want to be treated,
treat others in the way THEY want to be treated.

1Activity

#

Context…
Emotionally intelligent people…are able to focus their energy on the needs of others… over
the needs of themselves. Now…this does not mean they are selfless martyrs…but that they are
instead making purposeful decisions on how to interact with the people important in their life.
Treating each individual as their OWN unique person… versus treating everyone in the way
YOU want to be treated, will help to foster strong relationships rooted in understanding,
kindness, and grace.

Directions:
List three colleagues below. Then determine how you might approach each given their
emotional states. First recognize how you would want someone to approach you and
then determine the different ways each person in your list would want to be approached.

Person #1

Person #2

You

Person #3

3-People

Scene A. Blatantly Frustrated

Scene B. Visibly Sad

Scene C. Noticeably Annoyed
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1

Activity #

Forget The Golden Rule Strategies:
		
Prove You Give a Damn
Do not assume that people will just know that you care about them. You will need to find ways to prove it,
proactively. Ask yourself, “how can I show that I am tuned into what this person needs from me?”
What can you do to prove you give a damn?

Empathize Don’t Sympathize
Empathy is feeling WITH people and sympathy is feeling FOR people. Watch this short video to better
understand the significance of this concept. You do not want to feel sorry for someone or simply acknowledge their
feelings, but instead demonstrate you know what they are going through and are there for them.

Chameleon Your Approach (No Blanket Responses)
We are all different. Make sure you approach different people in different ways. Catering to each person
individually will go a long way in demonstrating your EQ.

Challenge Your First Response
We default to what our preference is when approaching a situation. Red light your first response and
ask yourself, “is this how I would want to be treated or is this how that person will want to be treated.”
How will you apply at least one of these strategies as you commit to amplifying your EQ?
What impact will this have on the people around you?
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STRATEGY #2:
Find Balance On The Emotional Spectrum
Strive for relatability over vulnerability.

2Activity

There is a fine line between sharing and oversharing with your colleagues.

#

Context…
A line exists between sharing our feelings that builds trust and oversharing which erodes trust.
Oversharing can undermine influence, elicit discomfort in others, and demonstrate a lack of
self-awareness. Under sharing can create a “doesn’t care” mentality, promote coldness and
create a disconnect that pushes people away.
Most people either let their emotions drive the car of their life… or they lock their emotions out
of the car altogether. Neither are ideal. Emotions help us navigate the world. They shouldn’t be
driving…or locked out… but rather be in the passenger seat where they are visible, included,
and used for guidance.

Goal:
Practice demonstrating relatability. Sharing information about who you are, what is important
to you and the experiences that have helped shaped your life is a best practice in showing off
your emotions without having to be extra vulnerable.

Directions:
Spend 10-minutes swapping stories with your partner.
DO NOT overthink your responses, instead just share what you are feeling in the moment.
1. What was the happiest moment of your life?
2. What is a memory that helped shape your values?
3. What motivates you to get up in the morning?
4. Who is the most important person to you? Why?

Notes:
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2

Activity #

Find Balance On The Emotional Spectrum Strategies:		
Share Your Story (Go Beyond The Surface)
You naturally display your emotions when discussing important life moments that help to tell your
story. Making small talk is good for building rapport, but does not strengthen relationships or build
meaningful connections. To demonstrate your EQ, talk about your life, both the good and bad
aspects that have helped to shape the person you are now today.

Put Down The Guard
This does not mean tell everyone your deepest darkest secrets. Putting down your guard does not mean
you need to shed tears in a room full of people, but instead that you are open about what you are feeling.
It is demonstrating your authentic reactions, while controlling the extremeness of the volatile ones.
It is getting out of your head and instead letting things flow from the heart.

Remember Boundaries
Sharing important moments in your life = good
Discussing hyper personal events that are sensitive in nature = bad
Demonstrating emotional intelligence is not a green light to sharing everything going on in your life.
There is a difference between sharing how you are feeling and unloading some incredibly personal
information. Remember at work there are boundaries, make sure you stay within them to avoid making
people uncomfortable.

How will you apply at least one of these strategies as you commit to amplifying your EQ?
What impact will this have on the people around you?
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STRATEGY #3:
Lean Into Emotions
The best way to begin amplifying EQ is by first paying

3Activity

#

attention to and then proactively driving your response.

Context…
Your emotions are highly contagious. Between the mirroring neurons in our brains that allow
us to mimic the emotions of others… the social influence genetics that cause us to be one
with the pack… or the comradery we feel towards people we are connected to…we are highly
influenced by the emotional responses of the people around us.
This means that unless we get good at both understanding and controlling our emotions, we
will live life abiding by them blindly. Until we can make our unconscious emotions conscious…
they will direct our life and we will call it fate.
Leaning into our emotions, is a key strategy to controlling them, curating the ones that move
us forward while overcoming the ones that hold us back.”

Directions:
Think of the last time you were really mad. What happened?

What was the trigger?

What was your response? (Was it a good response why or why not?

Where does this trigger originate from?

What could you have done differently to handle it better?
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3

Activity #

Lean Into Emotions Strategies:			
Realize Your Emotions Dictate Most Everything You Do
The emotional response you anticipate from a given action drives you either toward it or away from it. We
leap into things we anticipate will bring us joy and we procrastinate on things that might create embarrassment.
Better handling over our emotional responses will allow us to more easily tackle things that might cause
apprehension or resistance.
Strategy = recognize your emotional cues that prevent you from doing things and put an action in place for

how to override that emotion.

Be Proactive Not Reactive With Your Emotions
Your emotional response is entirely controllable. You do not need to wait for external conditions to manifest
an environment ripe for happiness. Your happiness is directly impacted by your manifestation of the emotion.
Do not let your environment drive the way you feel…determine what you want to feel and let those emotions
manifest your environment.
This might sound too “cosmic” or “hippie dippy,” but it works. Make a commitment to proactively driving
the emotions, you want to experience for a week and see what happens.

Explore Your Emotions
Next time you feel something do not just recognize it…do a deep dive into it. Take time to understand what
the feeling is, where it is coming from, how you are handling it and the impact it is having on the people
around you.

How will you apply at least one of these strategies as you commit to amplifying your EQ?
What impact will this have on the people around you?
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SPOTLIGHTING
RECAP
& COMMIT
GENERATIONS
Directions:
Step #1: Choose 2-Strategies To Execute
Step #2: Identify The Immediate Next Action
Example: Schedule a meeting, secure buy-in, identify resources, brainstorm, etc.

Reminders:
• Studies show EQ is 2x more important than IQ
• High EQ leaders outperform the competition
• The future of work will depend on EQ being present

Commit to two of these action items below now:
Forget The Golden Rule
Find Balance On The Emotional Spectrum
Lean Into Emotions

What is your goal (or goals) by executing on these commitments?

What is your game plan to ensure you deliver on executing these commitments?
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JOURNAL:
Use the space below to track how you are progressing with the commitments.
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Are you feeling it?
Contact us TODAY!

For more information about SyncLX visit
Website: www.SyncLX.com or contact us at:
SteveC@SyncLX.com or 847.977.9952

